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Family Tree

To the Student Body of Texas A&M:
pleasure \o we'icome you to Vne Texas A&M 

! Dwers/tycamqus. Fee ((lose q( you. who are cetucruag, we are 
i certainly glad to have you back. To those who are new to Texas 

A&M we extend a hearty welcome and hope that you will soon 
become a part of the rich heritage of this University. Texas A&M 
University is currently the fastest growing major university in the 
nation, with its advancements in academic excellence paralleling 
thephenomenal increase in enrollment. You will notice much new 
construction under way. This is material evidence of the growth of 
the past five years. But even more important than bricks and 
mortar, your presence at A&M is real, tangible evidence of our 
basiemission — to provide you the opportunity to obtain a quality 
education. I use this term because in the final analysis, each 
individual must set goals and objectives. Education has many 
facets. Academic achievement is the key element, but developing 
your full potential as a person is extremely important. This 
requires strict discipline in your study and in the budgeting of your 
time. It requires a sense of value and perspective. There are 
unlimited opportunities for development of this potential in all 
areas — leadership, extracurricular activities, cultural and social 
activities. Opportunities are yours for the seeking.

The rich heritage of Texas A&M stems from its students. I hope 
that each of you will become involved in the activities of the 
University and begin to make your contributions to its future 
achievements. To a very real extent, the future reputation of 
Texas A&M lies in your hands. This University offers great 
opportunity to those who will step forward and accept challenges 
and responsibilities. Your success at A&M will be what you make 
it, and it will depend largely upon your commitment to an 
education and in the amount of self-discipline you exercise during 
this important time in your life. The rewards for these efforts will be 
much greater than you might realize now. I want to assure you 
that the administration, faculty and staff of this University are 
committed to doing everything that we can to enable you to 
achieve success in your career as a student here and in the future 
as a graduate of Texas A&M University.

I look forward to a truly great year at A&M.

Sincerely yours,

Jarvis E. Miller 
President
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WELCOME BACK AGGIE

DANCE
featuring

Dennis Ivy & The 
Wayman

TUESDAY NITE -
AUG. 29

8:00 - 12:00 
$___  COVER

LAKEVIEW CLUB

Its the new, shorter pant boot in 
lavish leather with a paneled, stacked 
heel. In your world of fashion, where 
trousers have taken over, Selby’s 
ankle boot is deliciously indispensable. 
Its so dashingly Selby! *50

CHATEAU #2

MONACO

Another very big boot season is about to begin here and 
now with Selby’s low-heeled, wide-calf walking boot and 

the cordoroy tall heel boot. You know the flare that a 
stylishly sophisticated boot adds to all your looks—from 
skirts to trousers to skirts again. $62
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